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T    ake on the roles of suspect and sleuth from Agatha Christie’s acclaimed detective novel 
The Murder on the Links. Use your “little grey cells” to gather evidence, eliminate 

          suspects, and ultimately level an accusation.

Méthodologie features characters, locations, and objects from the original story, but the details 
are obscured and perpetually rearranged to preserve the integrity of the mystery.

Explore this unique case from a new perspective every time you play Méthodologie!

CoMpoNeNTS

18 CHARACTER CARDS

1 CHARACTER BOARD

18 LOCATION CARDS

1 LOCATION BOARD

18 OBJECT CARDS

1 OBJECT BOARD
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6 PLAYER TOKENS 90 TARGET TOKENS1 SCOREBOARD + 6 SCORE TOKENS



A   SET: The text and color at top left shows  
          the card’s set.

B   VALUE AND TYPE: The number at top right 
          shows the card’s point value and the color 
          inside the circle matches the card’s back.

C   RANK: The number at bottom left shows  
          the card’s numerical rank within its deck.  
          The highest rank is #1, and the lowest  
          rank is #18. When tiebreakers are  
           required, the decks are ranked as follows:  
          characters > locations > objects.

D   NAME: The text at bottom right shows the   
  card’s name.

E   BONUS: The text below the card’s name   
  shows the bonus points that can be scored   
  with certain card combinations. Some cards   
  have no bonus.

CArD ANaToMY

GAMe SETUp

1   Unfold and place the three main boards in the center of the table in the following  
         order: character > location > object.

2   Give each player one player token and 15 target tokens matching the color and icon  
 on the back of their player token. Make sure all player tokens are white side up.

3   Sort the cards by their card backs into three separate decks.

4   Shuffle the decks separately and place them in the center of the table.

5   Deal each player a hand of nine cards, with three cards from each deck.

A B

C D

E

NOTE: At some player counts, you must eliminate random cards from the decks 
during setup. In a four-player game, reveal one location and one object. In a 
five-player game, reveal two characters, one location, and one object. Place these 
eliminated cards face down in their designated spaces on the matching boards.
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HoW To PLAY

T he game of Méthodologie is played in two distinct phases:   
the INVESTIGATION PHASE and the ACCUSATION PHASE.

In the INVESTIGATION PHASE, the players will reveal cards from their 
hands, then interrogate each other in order to eliminate leads. This 
sequence continues until each player has only one character, one location, 
and one object left in hand.

In the ACCUSATION PHASE, the players will place target tokens to make 
accusations about the remaining cards in each other’s hands. Any cards not 
correctly identified by majority accusation will be scored when the game ends.

INVeSTIGATIoN PhASE

The INVESTIGATION PHASE is played in rounds. Each round follows this sequence:

   1    PRESENT EVIDENCE
Each player selects a certain number of cards from their hand (see below) to present as 
evidence. These cards are played face down on the table. When all players are ready, these 
cards are all revealed simultaneously.

 
However, each player must keep at least one character, one location, and one object in their 
hand at all times (if possible). If any player has three cards or fewer left in hand before presenting 
evidence, they cannot present evidence.

When every player has three cards or fewer left in hand after playing their cards face down, skip 
immediately to the ACCUSATION PHASE using the following guidelines:

•  The face-down cards from this final round are considered “undisclosed” evidence and should  
 not be revealed until the end of the game.

•  If any player has multiple cards of a single type, they must play cards face down until they  
 have a maximum of one character, one location, and one object. Some players may enter the  
 ACCUSATION PHASE with fewer than three cards.

3  PLAYERS 4 PLAYERS 5 PLAYERS 6 PLAYERS

3 cards each 
per round

2 cards each 
per round

1 card each 
per round

1 card each 
per round
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   2    INTERROGATE SUSPECTS
For all three card types, whoever played the highest-ranking card of that type will conduct an 
interrogation. It is possible that the same player will conduct multiple interrogations. These 
interrogations are conducted in this order: characters > locations > objects. 

Follow these steps for each interrogation:

•  The interrogator checks, by a show of hands, which other players have at least one card from  
 the same set as the interrogator’s card. The other players must answer truthfully. Any player  
 who raises their hand becomes a suspect.

•  The interrogator points to each suspect, one at a time, and demands the identity of the card  
 they claim to have from that set. The suspect must name one card from that set, but they are  
 not required to answer truthfully.

•  After hearing from all suspects, the interrogator may (but is not required to) perform a  
 background check on one of the suspects. If they choose to, the interrogator points at one  
 suspect and says “J’accuse!” The suspect must reveal the card they claimed. If they lied, that  
 card is eliminated. But if they told the truth, the interrogator must choose a card from their  
 own hand to be eliminated instead.

   3    ELIMINATE LEADS
All cards played this round are now eliminated. These cards, along with any cards  
eliminated during background checks, are placed face down on their designated spaces  
on the matching boards. 

   4    DRAW CONCLUSIONS
Each player draws new cards, but only to replace the ones they 
presented as evidence. Any cards that were eliminated during 
background checks are not replaced! 

Take turns drawing new cards, one card at a time, starting with 
the player who played the highest-ranking card this round and 
continuing in clockwise order from there. Players may choose 
from any deck for each card they draw.

Once a deck runs out, cards can only be drawn from the other 
decks. Once all three decks run out, no more cards can 
be drawn for the rest of the game.

Hercule Poirot is the central figure in many of Agatha Christie's 
mystery novels, and one of her most beloved characters. He is a 
small, precise man with a keen intellect and a gift for spotting 
all the ways in which people reveal themselves. 
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ACCUSaTIoN PhaSE

NOTE:  Each player should enter the ACCUSATION PHASE with one character, one 
location, and one object. However, if you are caught lying too many times or if 
you perform too many unproductive background checks, you can be reduced to 
two cards or fewer. Try not to let this happen!

I n the ACCUSATION PHASE, accusations are made one board at a time in the  
following order: character > location > object. Follow these steps for each board:

• Each player makes one accusation against each opponent. To make an accusation   
  against an opponent, place one of your target tokens with their player icon, white side  
  up, on a board space that indicates the card you think they have.

• For each player, identify which board space has the most target tokens with their player  
  icon. That space represents the majority accusation against that player. If there is a tie 
  between multiple spaces for most target tokens, the higher-ranking space represents 
  the majority accusation.

• Each player must reveal and eliminate the indicated card from their hand if the majority  
  accusation against them is correct. Any cards eliminated this way remain face up in front  
  of the players who had them.

At the end of the ACCUSATION PHASE, proceed to the end of the game.



END of The GAMe

When the ACCUSATION PHASE ends, the game is over.  
Each player reveals the remaining cards from their hand 
and scores their point values, as well as any bonus  
points for card combinations. Cards eliminated  
during the ACCUSATION PHASE are not scored and  
do not count for card combinations.  
• All player tokens are now flipped, color side up. 
• All target tokens are now evaluated to determine 
    whether they were correctly placed. All correctly 
    placed target tokens are now flipped, color side up. 
• Each player scores one point for each of their flipped target tokens.  

Track these points using the scoreboard and score tokens. 
The player with the most points has solved the crime and wins the game!  
If there is a tie, the tied players have revealed accomplices and share the win. 

CReDITS

          GAME DESIGN: Justin Waggle           ILLUSTRATION: Lea Ragos Segarra 

          EDITING: Dustin Schwartz            ART DIRECTION: Cynthia Garrett

          LOGO DESIGN: Jord Riekwel           GRAPHIC DESIGN: George McKeon 

For more information or support, please visit www.graywolfgames.com. 
© 2021 Gray Wolf Games. All Rights Reserved. 3319 Terra Linda Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404, USA

A NoTe FroM The DeSIGNer

Special thanks to Rick Robinson for introducing me to Agatha Christie’s fascinating mysteries 
and to John Stadelman for saying, “A game would be better...” when I started thinking about 
developing an evidence deck for The Murder on the Links.  
Creating games helps me explore big ideas. In this case, I’ve created Méthodologie to give 
players an opportunity to view the same story from both sides of the magnifying glass. 
I hope the shifting perspectives in Méthodologie will help players understand their own 
motivations and recognize the similarities they share with their fellow perpetrators.  
It is more important than ever to think twice before pointing your finger at someone else.  
Please practice empathy and remember to treat yourself and others with kindness.
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NEIGHBORS

1)  Madame Daubreuil 

2)  Marthe Daubreuil

THE BEROLDY CASE

3)  Arnold Beroldy 

4)  Jeanne Beroldy 

5)  Georges Conneau

INTERLOPERS

6)  Bella Duveen 

7)  Masked Men 

8)  Cinderella

 
HOUSEHOLD

9)  Denise Oulard 

10)  Gabriel Stonor 

11)  Jack Renauld 

12)  Eloise Renauld 

13)  Paul Renauld

 

INVESTIGATORS

14)  Lucien Bex 

15)  Monsieur Hautet 

16)  Monsieur Giraud 

17)  Arthur Hastings 

18)  Hercule Poirot 

 

+ Any Evidence   /   Any Trapping 

+ Any Evidence   /   Any Trapping 

 
  

+ The Beroldy Files 

+ The Beroldy Files 

+ The Beroldy Files 

  

+ Paper Dagger   /   Letter from Bella 

+ Match & Cigarette   /   Garden Shovel   

+ Match & Cigarette   /   Photo of Bella

  

+ Cheque Stub   /   Toasted Bread 
+ Handgun   /   Renauld’s Will 

+ Paper Dagger 

+ Telegram to Jack   /   Ticket to Santiago    

+ Golf Clubs   /   Letter from Bella 

 

 

+ Handgun   /   Renauld’s Letter 

+ Garden Shovel   /   Handcuffs 

+ Match & Cigarette   /   Lead Pipe 

+ Door Key   /   Photo of Bella 

+ Broken Watch   /   Toasted Bread

 

+ Any Villa Marguerite 

+ Any Villa Marguerite 
 
  

+ Any Villa Marguerite 

+ Any Villa Marguerite 

+ Any Villa Marguerite 

  

+ Any Villa Marguerite 

+ Any Villa Marguerite 

+ Any Villa Marguerite 
 
 

+ Front Door 

+ Staircase 

+ Daubreuil Estate   /   Train Station  

+ Renauld Garden 

+ Fairway Bunker 

 

 

+ Merlinville Road   /   Garden Shed 

+ Daubreuil Salon   /   Courthouse 

+ Daubreuil Garden   /   Tool Shed 

+ Calais Express   /   Variety Show 

+ Ferry to Calais   /   Hotel Bar   /   Poirot’s Flat

Highest Scoring CArD CombinationS


